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Congratulations Josef

I am honoured to inform you that Cosmic Construction & Build Co.’s nomination has been
successful this year. I’m delighted to announce that you’ve been named: Best Survival Architecture
Firm - Sweden & Excellence Award for Sustainability Initiatives - Sweden
The Architecture Awards 2017 have recognised the exceptional and ground-breaking work
undertaken by firms in this expansive industry. Your success in the awards is a true achievement and
a testament to your services to the industry, as such I’m sure you will want to share the good news!

Now in its third year, the prestigious Architecture Awards 2017 endeavour to
recognise the amazing work done by the imaginative designers, artists and
visionaries whose talent and innovation have created talking points that will span
generations.
We aim to focus on a myriad of disciplines that fall under the ‘Architecture’ umbrella.
From the multinational corporations with offices in the world’s largest cities, to the
small sole traders, our awards look to highlight only the best, only excellence is
important.

Sponsored by LANDSCAPE, the UK’s leading trade event dedicated to bringing the
industry together, our awards have gone from strength to strength.
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The Architecture Awards 2017 have recognised the exceptional and ground-breaking work undertaken by firms in
this expansive industry. Your success in the awards is a true achievement and a testament to your services to the
industry, as such I’m sure you will want to share the good news!



We are all in the same boat. Global warming takes place due to the fact that the Sun’s and the Earth’s magnetic
fields are weaker because another celestial body, the neutron star Nemesis, with a more powerful magnetic field, is
present in our solar system. The Earth’s magnetic field is a protection against space, e.g. radiation emanating from
the Sun. If the field is too weak, hurricanes of various sizes, forces and effects will form. The closer Nemesis is to
the Sun, the more powerful are the hurricanes and the earthquakes. After Nemesis has left our solar system, the
Sun and the Earth return to their original positions. A weak magnetic field also causes various diseases such as
memory loss and negative effects on our mental health. – The Gospels also mention the End and see changes
concerning the Sun, the Moon and the stars.

The Sun’s and the Earth’s magnetic fields

I can add that the gigantic catastrophe about to strike the Earth, is without precedent in the history of
the Earth.
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More info at Architecture
Awards 2016. More info at Excellence
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